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4. Seaplane Meeting Stubenbergsee 2018
7.-9. September 2018
Invitation
You are welcome to come and enjoy seaplane landings in the
most eastern part of the Alps. The scenery around the small
Stubenberg Lake is lovely and exciting. This unique seaplane
fly-in in the mountainous part of Austria will continue this
year to be “a very pleasant and homely meeting and a good
chance to meet like-minded pilots and enthusiasts in a casual
and relaxed atmosphere “.

Seaplane pilots coming by seaplane:
Please keep in mind that this is a mountain lake, located in
confined area, asking for good, valid pilot skills and STOL
characteristics of your seaplane. Check your manual for
performance and ask yourself about your experience and
validity.
Due to Austrian regulations we have to apply for a permit to
land for each participating seaplane and each pilot in
command, but this will be done by the organizer for you for
free, so please complete the registration form and return
ASAP to us via E-Mail pilot@aviator.at or via Fax +43 1 271 94 18 and than just come and enjoy:
Other visitors:
You are welcome to share the unique atmosphere of this event with us.
The view is spectacular: you will seldom experience in Europe
seaplanes taking off and landing on the water just in front of you like
during this event.
Watching seaplanes is not enough for you?
Jump in and make some water landings with one of our experienced
pilots. We will offer once again short trips with some water landing on a
self cost basis.
Are you a pilot interested to find out more about seaplane flying?
You can arrange a longer flight with a seaplane class instructor. You can
get some additional explanations for better understanding what makes
seaplane flying so different from the land airplanes.
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Any questions?
Contact me on mobile phone: +43 650 245 6096 or via E-Mail pilot@aviator.at
See you at Stubenberg Lake
Chris Barszczewski,
Aviator.at, Organizer
Many thanks for help to Municipality Stubenbergsee,
Tourism Office, Aero Club, Section Styria and other
pilots-volunteers.
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